A Major Release of the N-FOCUS system is being implemented September 29, 2013. This document provides information explaining new functionality, enhancements and problem resolutions made effective with this release. This document is divided into four main sections:

**General Interest and Mainframe Topics:** All N-FOCUS users should read this section.

**Electronic Application:** N-FOCUS users responsible for case activity received through the Web based Electronic Application should read this section.

**Developmental Disabilities Programs:** N-FOCUS users who work directly with DD programs and those who work with the related Medicaid cases should read this section. Note: This section will only appear when there are tips, enhancements or fixes specific to Development Disabilities Programs.

**Expert System:** All N-FOCUS users with responsibility for case entry for AABD/MED, ADC/MED, SNAP, CC, FW, IL, MED, and Retro MED should read this section.

**Note:** When new functionality is added to N-FOCUS that crosses multiple topics (ie General Interest and Mainframe, Alerts, Correspondence, Expert System etc) the functionality will be described in one primary location. This location will usually be the General Interest and Mainframe section or the Expert System section. Alerts, Work Tasks and Correspondence that are part of the new functionality will be documented in both the primary location that describes the entire process and in the Alerts, Work Tasks and Correspondence sections.
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General Interest and Mainframe

Affordable Care Act (ACA) New

Many changes have been made to the N-FOCUS system to accommodate the requirements of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) which goes into effect October 1, 2013. Other changes will take effect January 1, 2014. While some information will be provided in this document that will provide background on the Affordable Care Act and processes that will change, the primary information that will be covered will be changes made to the N-FOCUS program.

Program Case Responsibilities (Change)

On July 1st, 2013 DHHS reorganized to comply with requirements of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) into two separate areas of Program responsibility:

Economic Assistance and Medicaid/Long Term Care

Program responsibility was reassigned among staff in the Customer Service Centers, Local Offices and Central Office Program Administration to align with these two areas.

Responsibility for ADC and AABD Grant, State Disability Program, SNAP, SSAD, LIHEAP and Child Care Cases are now processed by Economic Assistance staff in the Scottsbluff and Fremont Customer Service Centers and local offices throughout the State.

Responsibility for all Medical Programs, except certain State Disability Program cases are now processed by Medicaid/Long Term Care staff located in the Lincoln and Lexington Service Centers and local offices throughout the State.

As a result the N-FOCUS system has been reprogrammed to process some program cases differently. Here is a table showing how Current Programs are being reconstructed into New Programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old Programs</th>
<th>New Programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADC/Med</td>
<td>AABD/Med</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Programs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC Payment</td>
<td>AABD Payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid</td>
<td>599 CHIP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Grant Program Case Split (New)

All of the Current ADC/Med and AABD/Med cases (where both grant and medical were together in one program case) must be closed and the New Programs will be pended and processed. A group of workers is being assigned to this task but you may run across cases that have not been converted. When this occurs, you should close the existing combined case and create the new separate cases unless otherwise instructed.

Once the case is converted the client will be eligible based on current rules through March 31, 2014. When Renewals are done the MED budgets will be run using the new rules.

If you have questions regarding the case conversion processes please speak with your supervisor.

Application Processing (Change)

Applications for Medicaid will now be received from both ACCESSNebraska and the new Federally Facilitated Marketplace (FFM). We will begin taking applications using the New Application process on October 1st.

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) requires separate applications for Medicaid and Economic Assistance Programs such as SNAP, Energy Assistance, ADC and AABD Grant etc. Nebraska will continue to use the current electronic application until later this year when the new E-App will be released.

In addition to the current E-App and paper applications for Economic Assistance Programs, the Application Management function will handle the new ACA App (Health Care Application). Some clients will need to complete a Supplemental Application as well. Application Management also handles applications and/or referrals sent to us from the Federally Facilitated Market Place (FFM).

MLTC: Federally Facilitated Marketplace (FFM) (New)

A customer seeking healthcare options at the Federally Facilitated Marketplace (FFM) may request financial assistance to help pay for health insurance, including pursuing Medicaid eligibility. Using Nebraska Medicaid specific eligibility rules, the Marketplace assesses Medicaid eligibility. The FFM will not make any Nebraska Medicaid determinations. The customer may request a Medicaid determination regardless of the FFM assessment. Either way the Marketplace transfers the application to Nebraska via an Account Transfer.

The Account Transfer information is converted to a Healthcare Marketplace (HCMP) Electronic Application. The corresponding PDF will have the same look and feel of the new Healthcare Nebraska NE(HCNE) e-application that will be released at a later date.

FFM Account Transfer applications can be received into Nebraska on day one (Oct. 1) even though the state will
not have their NE(HCNE) e-application ready until later.

When an application is transferred from the Marketplace to Nebraska, the eligibility decision is returned to the Marketplace via an outbound Account Transfer.

**Note:** The response to the Marketplace from N-FOCUS occurs in a nightly “behind the scene” process after a worker has determined the eligibility for the applicants.

When e-apps are received from the Marketplace to Nebraska, the Type field on the Detail Electronic Applications window in the mainframe will indicate Healthcare Marketplace. A Federal Referral ID will be generated for each applicant in the household. See MLTC Adding Federal Referral ID for more information.

**MLTC: Market Place Application (New)**

The new Healthcare Marketplace Application will display, if appropriate, when you click the Application icon on the Detail Electronic Applications window. The following is an example of the new Healthcare Marketplace Application:

![Application for Medicaid and Insurance Affordability Programs](image_url)
Scroll down to the Verification Information section to view information received that has been verified by the FFM. This information is considered confidential and for internal use only. Verification will come from HUB requests to SAVE and Equifax (TALX) for persons submitted.

**MLTC: Account Transfer to the FFM (New)**

In addition to sending responses to the Marketplace for applications transferred to Nebraska, Nebraska also sends the Marketplace Account Transfer applications for the customers we have denied/closed.

**Note:** The Marketplace does not want to receive Account Transfers for applicants who are not complying with “Procedural Requirements” for Medicaid or illegal aliens. If an applicant is closed or denied for such reasons as not providing information, sanctions, or for an ineligible immigration status, he/she is not eligible to apply with the Marketplace and will not be transferred as an applicant. Other household members in compliance but denied/closed for other reasons, will be transferred.

The following are situations in which you will deny/close a case and re-pend the case in order to generate the Account Transfer to the FFM:

- While a person is awaiting a disability determination, if not eligible for any other Medicaid category, the worker should deny/close the case with the reason of “Not Disabled or Blind” and then re-pend the case.
  - This initiates a transfer to the Marketplace so the customer may enroll in a Qualified Health Plan (QHP) while awaiting the disability determination.
• When a person fails a MAGI budget due to “over income,” and they want to be determined for Medically Needy Share of Cost, the case must be re-pended. (The customer is requested to complete a Supplemental Application and Interview.)
  o The closure/re-pend actions initiate a transfer to the Marketplace so the customer may enroll in a Qualified Health Plan (QHP) if necessary.

Case Registration (Change)

Once an Application is received the Applications Manager pends the case, ties the application and confirms the Mode of each program case. Many of the screens have remained the same but the flow has changed.

Note: The ACCESSNebraska application type is now referred to as an Economic Assistance (EA) application type.

New Programs Window (Change)

The Affordable Care Act requires there be a separate application for Medicaid and Economic Assistance cases, therefore, you will no longer be able to add ADC/MED or AABD/MED cases. To accommodate this change, the following new program case options will display on the New Programs window:

Aid to Dependent Children (ADC)
Aged, Blind, Disabled Payment (AABD/PMT)
Medical Assistance Only (MED)

Presumptive Eligibility Hospital is also a new Program Case type with this release.

Note: The Medicaid application will remain on the current E-App until the new application is released later this year.
Presumptive Eligibility Hospital Program Case (New)

Hospitals will make eligibility determination and submit the application. This will be an Assigned Program Case. This program is for Dependent Children, Parent/Caregivers or other individuals who may qualify for Medicaid. These individuals will receive full Medicaid coverage until Medicaid eligibility is determined by MLTC.

The current Presumptive Eligibility Program for Pregnant Women is not changing. Pregnant women receive ambulatory pre-natal coverage only.

EA: Registering an ADC Case (Change)

The ADC Program is replacing the ADC/PMT and ADC/MED programs with this release. The new ADC Program will be used for the population which was formerly looked at under the ADC/MED Program and will also be used for third trimester unborns, all within the same program type. The ADC/PMT and ADC/MED Programs have been removed from the Add a Program list with this release.

EA: Adding New Person - Pregnancy Question (New)

If you are adding a New Person (on the Person Clearance list) and the person is a female age 14 or older a question pop-up displays asking:

“Is the person you are adding pregnant?” Yes or No:

If No: The person is added as a pending participant in the ADC Case. The Pregnancy questions will not display.

If Yes: The Pregnancy questions will displays:

Note: N-FOCUS will continue to take you through the registration process (Program Case Application Dates etc). The Pregnancy questions will display later.

When the Pregnancy window displays, enter the Expected Delivery Date, Fetal Number, Verification Source and Date. Click OK.
If pregnancy due date is not within last trimester the following screen appears:

**OK** will return you to the new Programs window to continue with the case registration.

**Cancel** will return to the Pregnancy window so you change the date, if needed, or cancel out of the screen if the date entered is correct.

If pregnancy due date is within last trimester the following window displays:

“Is the Pregnant Mom also applying for benefits for herself? Options are Yes or No:

If Yes (Mom is applying for herself): Mom is pended as a Participant.

If No (Mom not applying for self): Mom is added as an Active FR (Financially Responsible) and the Unborn is the pending participant.

When you navigate back to the Program window, Mom is either pended as a Participant or Financially Responsible.

You can add another Program or click OK to continue with the case registration.

**Note:** No pregnancy question is asked if the first person registered in the Master Case is a male and the second person added is a female.

**EA: Adding a Person with Existing Pregnancy – Pregnancy Question (New)**

If you add a female from the Person Clearance list to the ADC Program Case, the pregnancy question will display.

If No: The person is added as a pending participant in the ADC case. The Pregnancy window does not display.

If Yes: The Pregnancy pop-up window displays the Pregnancy information as read only and the information can not be updated.

If the existing pregnancy has an Expected Due Date that is 60 days or more from the processing month the Pregnancy Question screen appears as Read Only and a pop-up displays with instructions to go to the Person Detail window and either update the pregnancy with current
birth information or end date the pregnancy.

The ADC is deselected on the New Programs window. Another program can be selected. Cancel (returns you to the Master Case Detail window).

After adding Mom and the Unborn, if any, continue Adding Persons until all persons have been added to the Master Case.

MLTC: Medicaid or 599 CHIP Program Case Registered (Change)

After registering a Master Case and pending the Medicaid or 599 CHIP Program case, the following will occur:

- Work Task generated
  - MAGI Program
    - Processing Ready Work Task
  - Non-MAGI Program
    - Interview Needed
- HUB Verification request is generated
  - SSN
  - Citizenship
  - Identity

MLTC: Medicaid Add Person to Existing Program (Change)

The following pop-up question will display in order to enable adding Financially Responsible persons in the Mainframe without the need to check out the case to Expert System.

Question Reads: “Is this person applying for benefits for themselves?” Yes/No
Tie Application (Change)

These Application Types will display in N-FOCUS when tying an application. Although Healthcare Nebraska and Healthcare Phone will be types displayed on the list, these application types will not be available for several months and should not be selected at this time.

- Economic Assistance – previously titled ACCESSNebraska. This is the Electronic Application the client fills out on the Nebraska ACCESSNebraska web site.
- Healthcare Marketplace – application transferred from CMS to Nebraska
- Healthcare Nebraska – not yet available
- Healthcare Phone – not yet available
- Paper Application – Healthcare forms have been added to the list
- SSA Low Income Subsidy – application from Social Security Administration for Medicaid

New Paper Application forms available for tying in N-FOCUS include the following:

- MLTC-53 Application for Medicaid and Insurance Affordability Programs
- MLTC-53-S Application for Medicaid and Insurance Affordability Programs (Spanish)

MLTC: Tie Paper Medicaid Application to Program Case (Change)

When you tie a Medicaid application to a Program Case, you will be asked to select the Program Assistance Code of MAGI, Non-MAGI or Combined. Select the appropriate option.

MLTC: Adding Federal Referral ID (New)

The Add Federal Referral ID window will display automatically in the tie application process when it is appropriate to enter Federal Referral IDs. When the window displays, the user should open the Healthcare Marketplace application they are tying to the case and copy and paste the Federal Referral ID into the N-FOCUS window for each person listed.

The window will display when appropriate in Case Registration, Tie Application, Add case, or person and only if tying a Healthcare Marketplace application to a Medicaid or 599 CHIP case.
**MLTC: Adding Federal Referral ID Mainframe (New)**

To enter the Federal Referral ID number on the Add Federal Referral ID window, follow these steps:

1. Copy the Federal ID number from the Application for Medicaid and Healthcare Insurance Affordability form (see screen print show above).
   a. Select the Federal ID number
   b. Right click
   c. Select the Copy option from the menu or Ctrl C
2. Place your cursor in the Federal Referral ID field on the Add Federal Referral IDs window.
3. Right click in the Federal Referral ID field and select the Paste option or, use your keyboard and press the keys Ctrl V to paste the number in the field.
4. Click the Add button
   The information entered will display in the Confirmed Referral IDs section of the window.
5. Click OK.

**MLTC: Adding Federal Referral ID Expert System (New)**

To enter the Federal Referral ID number on the Expert System Add Referral IDs window, follow these steps:

1. Copy the Federal ID number from the Application for Medicaid and Healthcare Insurance Affordability form (see screen print on the previous page).
   a. Select the Federal ID number
   b. Right click
   c. Select the Copy option from the menu or Ctrl C
2. Place your cursor in the Add Referral ID field on the Add Referral IDs window.
3. Use your keyboard and press the keys Ctrl V to paste the number in the field.
a. The functionality to right click and select paste from a menu is not available in the Expert System

4. Click the Add button
   The information entered will display in the Confirmed Referral IDs section of the window
5. Click OK.

MLTC: Tie E-App Application (Change)

Tying an E-App now sets the new Program Assistance Codes for Medicaid:
- MAGI
- Non-MAGI
- Combined

The Program Assistance Code is necessary in order for the system to determine the correct mode.

Accept the system determined Program Assistance Code or click the Change radio button and select a different option from the drop down.

Program Assistance Code Definitions:

- **MAGI** – Modified Adjusted Gross Income Calculation
  - Use is mandated by the ACA for:
    - Parents
    - Children
    - Needy Caretaker Relatives
    - Former Wards
      - MAGI income standards used in budgeting. Refer to the Expert System section or additional information
      - Income based on previous year’s tax return
  - No Asset Tests
  - Deductions such as child care and medical will no longer be allowed for MAGI eligibility groups

- **Non-MAGI**
  - The following groups are not subject to MAGI:
    - AABD Medicaid Related Categories (MIWD, QMB, SIMP etc.)
    - Former Foster Care
    - All Medically Needed Share of Cost Groups (AABD/MN, ADC/MN, RIB)
    - Transitional Medical Assistance (TMA)
  - An Interview is required
  - Resources are declared, identified, verified and counted (except Former Foster Care) Resource standards have not changed
  - Income and budgeting procedures have not changed

- **Combined**
  - Programs being tied can have a combination of MAGI and Non-MAGI determinations
Mode Confirmation (Change)

The Program Assistance Code is necessary in order for N-FOCUS to determine the correct Mode.

Once the Program Assistance Code is set the system will determine the Mode as follows:

**MLTC Program Cases:**

If all MLTC – UC Programs have a “MAGI” Program Case Assistance Code it is placed in Processing Mode (no interview is needed for MAGI cases). A MLTC Work Task “Application Received – Interview Not Required” is created.

If all MLTC – UC Programs have a “Non-MAGI” Program Case Assistance Code it is placed in Interviewing Mode (an interview is needed for Non-MAGI cases).

If any program case has a “Combined” Program Case Assistance Code, or if more than one different MLTC Program Case Assistance Code is found in the Master Case, then the mode is set to Interviewing.

**Application Tied to Program Case Window (Change)**

The order of activities followed when Adding a Program Case or Reopening a Program Case have been changed in both the Mainframe and Expert System. The Tie Program Case will now always precede the Mode Confirmation window.

The Applications Tied to Program Case window will display the type of application tied.

**Note:** E-Apps received from ACCESSNebraska will now have the type code of Economic Assistance.

**Interview Tracking (Change)**

Because of the separation of the Economic Assistance Programs from the Medicaid Programs, if the application contains programs from both divisions (EA and MLTC) and interviews are needed for both, two interview rows will be created in Interview Tracking and two interview letters will be sent. Each interview is marked with either an EA or MLTC division code.
MLTC: Non-MAGI and Combined Cases Placed in Interview Mode (New)

N-FOCUS creates an MLTC Interview Tracking row when an MLTC case is set to Interview Mode. The system creates and sends an MLTC Interview Appointment letter with no specific interview date and time. The due date is the first business day after 10 days.

- If the Interview is held by the due date and the Interview Held Date is entered, by the worker, the Mode changes to Processing.
- If the Interview is not held by the due date N-FOCUS will create a NOMI (Notice of Missed Interview) and an MLTC Work Task “Missed Interview – Attempt Phone Call”.
  - The Case remains in Interviewing Mode but the Work Task is sent to a Processor to attempt to call the client.

MLTC Cases in Assigned Mode (New)

For cases that are assigned, the Assigned Worker will manually create the Interview Appointment letter entering the date and time of the Interview. This action will automatically create the Interview Tracking row.

N-FOCUS will determine if an interview appointment letter and tracking row was created the same day as the assignment begins. If this has occurred, the tracking row and correspondence that the system created will be deleted.

Note: This could happen even if the interview has been held. This will be fixed with the November release. In the meantime, if the Interview is held the same day the Interview Tracking Row and Assignment begin, you will need to recreate the Interview Tracking. This is only a concern when the Interview is held the same day the Tracking Row and Assignment were created.

Assigned Worker Responsibilities

- The Assigned Worker will manually create an interview appointment letter with a date and time.
  - This action will automatically create the Interview Tracking row
    Note: If the case is changed from assigned mode to UC prior to the interview being held, nothing happens to the tracking row or the appointment letter
- If the interview is not held by due date N-FOCUS will create a NOMI
Creating an Interview Appointment Letter (Tip)

To create an Interview Appointment letter for an interview appointment, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the List Interview window.
2. Click the New icon.
   If appropriate, a pop up with the assigned worker will display.
3. Select the appropriate worker.
4. Click OK.

An Informational window will display.

**Note:** Click Yes to indicate this is a client call in interview at the Customer Service Center

OR

Click No to create a letter specifying the date and time the worker will call the client

OR

Click NO to create an Interview letter for an in person interview

5. For this example, click No.

The Create Interview Appointment Letter window will display.

6. Complete the window as appropriate.
   - Selecting the In Person radio button will give the opportunity for the worker to enter the location of the In Person Interview.
   - Selecting the At Client’s Telephone Number radio button will create a letter indicating the worker will call the client at the designated date and time.
7. Save and Close

The List Interview window will display with the scheduled interview listed.

![List Interview Window](image)

**List Interview Window (Change)**

The Division that each interview is associated to will display in the Div column.

- MLTC – Medicaid Long Term Care
- EA – Economic Assistance

![Detail Interview Tracking Window](image)

**Detail Interview Tracking Window (Change)**

The Division field indicates which division the Interview is associated with.

- MLTC – Medicaid Long Term Care
- EA – Economic Assistance
Interview Scheduler (Change)

Access to view the Interview Scheduler is based on the logged in workers Service Delivery group.

- If the position has a Service Delivery Group of Adult or Family
  - Only the EA Interview Scheduler will open
- If the position has a Service Delivery Group of MAGI, Non-MAGI or Combined
  - The MLTC Interview Scheduler will open
- If the position has a Service Delivery Group combination from both groups
  - The Interview Schedule Selection window will display
  - Select which Interview Scheduler to open

MLTC Interview Count Window (New)

The MLTC Interview Count window provides a count of the MLTC interviews that have been scheduled for each workday. This window can be accessed from either the Main Menu or from Interview Tracking by selecting the Schedule icon.

The window will open showing the current date and the next nine business days. The search options available are Current Date, Ten Days, Two Weeks or Date Search. The From and To fields will reflect the search criteria selected in the Options field.

The Initial Interviews column indicates the number of Initial Interviews that are scheduled for the corresponding date. The Review Interviews column indicates the number of Review Interviews that are scheduled.

MAGI (New)

MAGI (Modified Adjusted Gross Income) is a methodology for how income is counted and how household composition and family size is determined. MAGI is not a number on a tax return. MAGI is based on federal rules for determining adjusted gross income (with some modification).

A MAGI household is one where the budgeting method used to determine income eligibility is based on the sum of the taxpayer’s household’s countable Modified Adjusted Gross Income.
(including income of dependents if they are required to file a tax return). Verification of Income is only requested from the client if it is not within 10% compatibility of the amount reported to the IRS or on SEW. There is no resource test for MAGI households. Household composition is based on tax filer household and number in the Medicaid Program Case.

Non-MAGI households include AABD clients (including Women’s Cancer and MIWD), Former Foster Care, Child Welfare Medicaid and anyone who is over income and not eligible for any program under MAGI but have an outstanding medical need and may be eligible with a Share of Cost.

**MLTC: Tax Household (New)**

The Tax Household is used to determine eligibility for Medicaid benefits. The formation of the Tax Household will be used to request Tax Interface information from the IRS. It will also be used in budgeting Medicaid MAGI household composition. (See the HUB Verification Section for additional information).

The client is asked how they expect to file their taxes for the coming tax year and the worker will create the Tax Household based on the responses given on the Medicaid application. Information will not be submitted to the IRS unless the appropriate authorization is provided by the Tax Filer.

**MLTC: Adding and Viewing Tax Household Information (New)**

To create a Tax Household information, follow these steps:

1. From the Detail Master Case window, select Actions>Tax Household.

   The Detail Tax Household window will display.

   The Detail Tax Household window will open in Add mode to create a new Tax Household. If a Tax Household exists the List Tax Household window will display.

   **Note:** Tax Households are based on the specific Tax Year.
Note: More than one Tax Household may be created in a Master Case in a Tax Year but a person may only be in one Tax Household in a Tax Year. Every person, except an unborn, in a MAGI household must be configured into a Tax Household.

To add a new Tax household, enter information in all of the appropriate fields.

- **Tax Year** – the specific year for which the Tax Household has been created. This is a mandatory field.
- **Medicaid Persons List Box** - displays all of the people within the Master Case who are active or pending in Medicaid cases in the Master Case. Persons listed in this group box are not included in any other Tax Household for the specified year.
  - Once a person is selected from this list box, the Person Detail icon and the Tax Filing Status options will become enabled.
- **Tax Filing Status** – this section contains Tax Filing Status options. Select the person’s filing status based on responses on the application form.
  - Add – Click the Add button to add the highlighted person to the Tax Household List Box
  - Clear – Click the Clear button to clear the selection made.
- **Tax Household** – displays all of the persons listed in the Tax Household for the specified year.
- **Number of people in the Tax Household other than those selected** - enter the number of people who are in the Tax Household that are not active or pending in a Medicaid case for the Master Case, as indicated on the application form.
  - **Example:** Every other year a father claims his child as a tax dependent even though the child lives in a different household with his mother. For the tax year that the father claims the child, enter the child as an Other Tax Household Member by entering 1 in this field.
  - **Note:** Information must be entered in this field in order for N-FOCUS to allow these dependents when budgeting. This field will be used to determine the size of the Tax Household.
- **Submit to INTERFACE** – once the Tax Household information appears to be correct, click this button to save the Tax Household and submit a request for Tax Interface information from the HUB.
  - If the client **DID NOT** indicate on the Application that we may request verification from the IRS **DO NOT** SUBMIT TO INTERFACE. Click Save, Save and Close or Save and Next. This will move the Tax Household to the List Window.
If the client **DID** indicate on the Application that we may request verification from the IRS, click the Submit to INTERFACE button

- This will submit the Tax Household for the interface and move the Tax Household to the Tax Household List Window.

**Note:** If all of the SSNs of Tax Household persons are not verified, the request will not be made to the IRS, however, the Tax Household will be saved. A call for the Tax Household income cannot be made without verified SSNs for all household members. Click OK to proceed and save the Tax Household.

Refer to the HUB Verification section of this document for further information.

**MLTC: List Tax Households Window (New)**

When one or more Tax Households have been created for a Master Case, the List Tax Household window will display. Select the Tax Household from the Tax Households Group Box to view the persons listed in each Tax Household. The person included in the selected Tax Household will display in the Tax Households Persons Group Box located at the bottom of the window.
MLTC: Update Tax Filing Status (New)

Once a Tax Household has been saved for a specific year, changes can be made, by updating the current Tax Household for that or deleting and creating a new Tax Household.

To update the Tax Filing Status of one of the persons in the Tax Household, follow these steps:

1. From the Detail Tax Household window, select the person from the Tax Household Group Box
2. Select Menu Actions>Update Tax Filing Status or click the Update button
3. The Update Tax Filing Status window displays.
4. Select the new Tax Filing Status
5. Click OK

MLTC: Remove Person from Tax Household (New)

To remove a person from the Tax Household, follow these steps:

1. From the Detail Tax Household window, select the person from the Tax Household Group Box
2. Select Menu Actions>Remove Person from Tax Household or click the Remove button
   The person will immediately be removed from the Tax Household Group Box. The person will be returned to the Medicaid Person Group Box window.
MLTC: Delete Tax Household (New)

To delete a Tax Household, follow these steps:

1. From the Detail Tax Household window, select Menu Actions>Delete Tax Household
2. Click Yes to the Delete Confirmation window.
   **Note:** This action cannot be undone.

MLTC: HUB Verification (New)

The HUB provides timely information that assists with real time eligibility determination. Information should normally be received by N-FOCUS within 15 minutes of pending a person in a Medicaid case or submitting a Tax Household Request (see Detail Tax Household section for more information).

Through the HUB states can request verification for Medicaid eligibility determination from the following Federal resources:
- Social Security Administration (SSA)
- Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
  - IRS cannot be accessed without appropriate authorization from the Tax Filer
- Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
- Veterans Administration (VA)
- Other Federal agencies

Currently Nebraska only matches with the SSA and IRS through the HUB. Other matches will be developed at a later date.

The HUB interfaces and verifications are only used for Medicaid Program Persons and is not used by any of the Economic Assistance programs.
Interface Menu (Change)

There are two new interfaces now available:

- SSA
- TAX

The Interfaces provide information from the Federal Data Services HUB.

MLTC: TAX Interface (New)

When a request is sent to the HUB from the Tax Household window the system checks the information against the household’s most recent tax return. If it matches the Hub returns the Tax Household Filing Status to N-FOCUS.

The TAX icon is only enabled for MLTC staff.

When you select the TAX icon, from the Interface Menu, a warning message will display.
MLTC: Tax Household Information Request/Response Window (New)

Select a row in the Requested By and Date field to enable information for the Tax Household.

- **Request Information Group Box** – displays the persons sent in the Tax Household Request and the Tax Filer Category.
  - IRS allows only Primary, Spouse and Dependent to be sent. N-FOCUS derives these categories from those entered on the Tax Household window.
- **Response Information Group Box** – displays the data received from the IRS
  - **Return Year** – this is the tax year from which the data is taken.
  - **MAGI Amount** – this is the Modified Adjusted Gross Income declared on the Tax Return for the person. The total of the MAGI amounts for the Tax Household. This is the amount used for the “compare” in Medicaid budgeting
    - It does not include Title II Social Security benefit amounts
  - **Taxable SSA Amount** – this is the amount of SSA benefits that are taxable.
  - **Adjusted Tax Return AGI Amount** – this amount is the Adjusted Gross Income declared on an Adjusted Tax Return.
    - MAGI amount does not include the income from an Adjusted Tax Return
  - **Total Number of Exemptions** – this indicates the total exemption on the tax return
  - **Filing Status** – scroll to the right to see the Filing Status assigned by the IRS for the people with taxable income
MLTC - IRS Response – Error Information Window (New)

This window is accessed by clicking the Error Information button located on the IRS Request/Response window in the Response Information group box.

The error messages should help in understanding why the match was not received from the IRS.

SSA Interface (New)

The new SSA interface data may be accessed by selecting the SSA icon on the Interface Menu window. This icon is only enabled if data is available.

SSA List Window (New)

The SSA List window displays the following information:
- Person’s Name
- SSN
- Sex
- Birth Date
- Create Date
- Response Date
- SSN Verified (Y or N)
- Citizenship (Y or N)
- Response Description
  o This indicates if the interface was a success or if an error occurred.

To view the SSA Amounts, Demographics or Incarceration information, highlight a row and click the appropriate button.

**Note:** These buttons only enable if information is available.
SSA Amounts Window (New)

This window is accessed by clicking the SSA Amounts button on the SSA List window.

The SSA Amounts window displays information for the Current Month (month of request) and previous 3 months (Current month minus one, or two or three). Each month shows the following information:

- Benefit amount for the month
- Overpayment deductions
- Net benefit amount
- Returned check amount
- Payment suspense
- Prior month accrual amount

**Note:** The Social Security claim number is not displayed.

SSA Demographics (New)

This pop up window is accessed by clicking the Demographics button on the SSA List window. This window contains the following verification information:

- SSN
- Disability for person (Y or N)
- Death Confirmation
- US Citizenship (Y or N)

SSA Person Incarceration Details Window (New)

This window is accessed by clicking the Incarceration button on the SSA List window. This button will only be enabled if the person selected has been incarcerated. This window contains the following information:

- Confinement Date – the date the person entered the facility
- Facility Name
- Facility Type
  - State Prison
  - County Prison
  - Federal Correctional Institute
  - Mental Correctional Institute
  - Boot Camp
  - Medical Correctional Institute
  - Work Camp
  - Detention Camp
  - Juvenile Detention Camp
- Facility Address
- Facility Contact Person
- Facility Phone and Fax Numbers
MLTC: ACA SSA Request (New)

SSA HUB requests are made by the system upon pending a person in a Medicaid Program Case, changing the Date of Birth or Sex of a person.

To submit an SSA Manual Request, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Interface Menu.
2. Click the ACA SSA Request button. The SSA Benefit Month Requested window will display.
3. Scroll through the Month and Year field to select the month and year for which the SSA benefit information is requested
4. Click OK to send the request

Note: Clicking the Cancel button will close the dialog box without sending the request.

Person Verification Data Window (Change)

This information is accessed from the Detail Person Detail window by clicking the Person Verification button.

The Person Verification Data window now displays Hub Verification Source and Date for SSN, Citizenship and Identity. These verifications cannot be updated by the worker, only the interface.

The other SSN verification source is SVES - which also may only be updated by the SVES interface.

Also added to the window are Citizenship and Identity verifications. These along with Birthdate and Date of Death may be updated by the worker in Expert or on this window.
Detail Office Position (Change)

Application managers assigned to process applications for Medicaid programs, will need to set their function to APP MGMT MEDICAID on the Detail Office Position window. The Next Application function will then serve the application manager only electronic Healthcare Applications and SSA LIS applications.

Those who are assigned to process applications for Economic Assistance programs will need to set their function to APP MGMT ECON ASSIST. While this function is set, the Next Application function will then serve the application manager only Economic Assistance electronic applications.

An application manager can change the types of applications they will be served by switching between the application manager functions, as instructed by their supervisor.

Service Delivery Groups (Change)

Changes have been made to the Service Deliver Groups to accommodate ACA changes. To access this information, navigate to the Detail Office Position window and select the Specialization window. The Specialization window will display.

New Service Delivery Groups:
- Combined –
- MAGI –
- Non-MAGI –

Note: It is recommended that a position has a service delivery group from either Economic Assistance or Medicaid but not both at the same time. If a position has service delivery groups from both, they will receive EA tasks before MLTC tasks.
Interim SSN Request (Change)

The number to request an interim SSN is now 402-471-9604.

Health Care Marketplace Help Center (Tip)

Individuals with questions on Insurance Affordability Programs such as Advanced Premium Tax Credits (APTC) and Qualified Health Plans (QHP) may receive assistance through the Federal Marketplace Health Center:

Health Care Marketplace Help Center
Call 1-800-318-2596 (TTY: 1-855-889-4325)

An online chat feature is available at healthcare.gov

Production Support Hours of Support (Tip)

N-FOCUS Production Support takes calls from 7:00 AM until 5:25 PM CST. On Wednesday we are not available until 10:00 AM CST.

If we are experiencing large call volumes or you call after hours, you will be sent to voice mail. Please leave your First and Last Name, Master Case Number, Requester Number and a brief description of your issue. Voice mail is constantly reviewed and we will return your call as soon as possible.

Alerts

Economic Assistance and Medicaid Alerts (Change)

Alerts have been separated into EA and MLTC alerts effective with this release.

Approximately 66 Alerts require notification to both EA and MLTC workers. Two distinct Alerts will be generated when notification is required for both EA and MLTC. Having an alert for each Division will help to prevent one Division from closing an Alert before the other Division has seen it. Unique alerts will make managing the work flow and reports easier for each Division.

N-FOCUS will also determine if there are assigned positions that should get the alert. If not, the alert will be posted to the Master Case only.
List Master Case Alerts/Work Tasks Window (Change)

The List Master Case Alerts/Work Tasks window has been modified to make it easier to distinguish between an Economic Assistance (EA) and a Medicaid Long Term Care (MLTC) Alert.

- The Program column has been moved so it is seen without needing to scroll to the right
  - This is important because there are EA and MLTC alerts that have the same short description
  - The Type and Due Date fields are only visible by scrolling
- Additional filters have been added to narrow the number of alerts that are listed
  - Limit to EA Alerts
  - Limit to MLTC Alerts
  - Limit to APS/CFS Alerts

**Note:** Workers in each Division can close any alert. Therefore, it is very important to be careful when closing an alert to ensure you are closing the correct one.

**MED – #495 - TMA Grant Begins (New)**

This Medicaid alert will be generated when an ADC case fails to TMA-G.

**Alert Text:**

ADC grant payment ends and ADC Transitional Grant begins. Determine eligibility for Transitional Medical Assistance.

**MED – #496 - Review TMA Category (New)**

This Medicaid alert will be generated when a TMA-Grant case is closed and the ADC case is opened.

**Alert Text:**

At least one person in the TMA case is now on ADC. Review eligibility for transitional medical assistance.
MED – 494 - Medicaid Supplemental Application (New)

This Medicaid alert will be generated when a document is scanned and categorized as a Medicaid Supplemental Application. The alert will only be created if the Medicaid program is in Assigned Mode.

Alert Text:

A Medicaid Supplemental application was received.

Work Tasks

Economic Assistance and Medicaid Work Tasks (Change)

Work Tasks have been separated into EA and MLTC work tasks effective with this release. Each division will have separate Work Tasks that can be closed when the work has been completed without regard to the other division’s work task. This will make it easier to manage the work load for each division and also allow each division to set their own priorities or to individualize a work task.

- The current functions of Interviewing, Processing and Change Manager will be used by both divisions.
- New service delivery groups (MAGI, Non-MAGI and Combined) have been added for MLTC positions.

Work Task Manager (Change)

The Work Task Manager will now indicate if you currently have assigned work tasks.
List Master Case Alerts/Work Tasks Window (Change)

Work Tasks will be created for EA, MLTC or both.

- A Work Task going to the EA Division will have a different number than the same Work Task going to the MLTC Division
- A Work Task will display as EA or MLTC
  o EA uses the existing service delivery groups of Family or Adult
  o MLTC uses MAGI, non-MAGI, and Combined service delivery groups
- Additional filters have been added to narrow the number of alerts that are listed
  o Limit to EA Work Tasks
  o Limit to MLTC Work Tasks

Work Task - #46 - Medicaid Supplemental Application (New)

This work task will be created when a document is scanned and categorized as Medicaid Supplemental Application. The work task will only be created if the Medicaid program case is in a Universal caseload mode.

Correspondence

Some Correspondences have been separated out into EA and Medicaid notices effective with this release. EA and Med notices will be separate notices and cannot be grouped together (ie Notice Template and ES notices).

Header Information (Change)

Headers will contain the Case Number, Case Name, Contact will be the Division (EA or Med), Fax Number, Notice Date, and Mail Date for any case considered Universal.

No changes have been made to Assigned Cases - Heading will continue to have the Case Number, Case Name, Worker Name, Fax Number, Notice Date, and Mail Date.

Footer Information (Change)

Both Medicaid and EA divisions will each have their own separate Footer which will include the designated telephone numbers for that division. There will also be a combined footer which will include telephone numbers for both divisions.
Economic Assistance Footer (Change)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Assistance</th>
<th>Go online: ACCESSNebraska.ne.gov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toll Free: 800-383-4278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln: 402-323-3900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha: 402-595-1258</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Medicaid Footer (Change)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nebraska Medicaid Eligibility</th>
<th>Go online: ACCESSNebraska.ne.gov</th>
<th>Federal Health Insurance Marketplace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toll Free: 855-632-7633</td>
<td></td>
<td>Go Online: Healthcare.gov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha: 402-595-1178</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combined Footer (Change)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Assistance</th>
<th>Go online: ACCESSNebraska.ne.gov</th>
<th>Nebraska Medicaid Eligibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toll Free: 800-383-4278</td>
<td></td>
<td>Toll Free: 855-632-7633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha: 402-595-1258</td>
<td></td>
<td>Omaha: 402-595-1178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Return Address (Change)

The zip code of the recipient determines the Return Address which will always be one of the two Mail HUB (ANDI) Centers, Economic Assistance in Omaha or Medicaid Center in Lincoln for UC cases.

Medicaid Notice (Change)

The following New Wording will be added to Medicaid Notices for all actions:

“If you applied through the Federal Marketplace your application was sent to Nebraska DHHS for a Medicaid eligibility determination. The Medicaid eligibility determination for the individuals noted has been communicated to the Federal Marketplace. If further information is needed, you will be contacted.”

Expert System Notices in Spanish (Change)

Expert System Notices will be available in Spanish with this release. If the Case Name or Case Representative has a primary language indicator of Spanish, the notice will be created in Spanish.

Document Imaging

Medicaid Specific Categories (New)

The following Medicaid specific categories have been added to Document Imaging:

- Appeal – MED
- Application – MED
- Supplemental Application
Expert System

The information in this section will cover navigation changes made to the expert system by tree list area.

Non-Financial (Change)

MLTC: Sanction (Change)

Medicaid participants will not be closed due to a Voluntary Quit Employment reason.

Financial (Change)

MLTC: Self-Employment (Change)

Continue to use Self Employment Tax Return for all programs including MAGI determinations.

DO NOT use the Self-Employment Ledger for MAGI households. The deductions for MAGI are different from deductions for Medicaid Non-MAGI and other EA programs.

To enter Self Employment Ledger income for MAGI Households, enter the Self Employment Income in the Other Income task as either:

- MED Self-Employment Loss – or
- MED Self-Employment Gain

MLTC: Expenses (Change)

There are three additional expense types you can choose for MAGI Expenses:

- Alimony
- Other MAGI Deductions
- Student Loan Interest

Note: As with other expensed, these deductions must be verified in order for them to be considered in a MAGI budget.
MLTC: Unearned Income (Change)

There is no change in unearned Income types.

Continue to add the types of income listed below, however, they will not be counted in MAGI budgeting:
- Black Lung Payment
- Inheritance, Child Support
- Insurance Payment Income Supplement
- Insurance Settlements
- VA Aid and Attendance
- VA Dependent Allotment
- VA Pension/Compensation
- Workers Compensation

MLTC: Disability Benefits – Employer/Insurance (Change)

This Income Type will continue for Non-MAGI Medicaid and EA programs.

The following two new disability types were added in the Unearned Income task:
- Disability Employer Portion
- Disability Personal Portion

The new disability income types were added for MAGI eligibility. We only count the proportionate amount of the benefit paid based on the amount the employer contributed to the premium. This is the taxable income amount.

Example:

Mary’s employer pays 50% of the premium on her disability insurance so only 50% of the paid benefit will be countable income. The paid benefit is $400 per month. The worker will enter only $200 as unearned income under the new disability income type.

John’s employer pays 25% of the premium on his disability insurance so only 25% of the paid benefit will be countable income. The paid benefit is $400 per month. The worker will enter only $100 as unearned income under the new disability income type.
Verifications (Change)

Verifications received from the HUB display in the Verification Task.

HUB verifications for SSN, Citizenship and Identity are considered Primary Sources for Medicaid Program Cases and are the only verifications required for these eligibility factors. These verifications are automatically requested when a person is pended in a Medicaid case.

In budgeting, the following message will display:

This task requires Hub verification for the individuals listed below. Although Hub verification is not present, other verifications do exist. Select OK to use those verifications and proceed without the Hub verifications. To request Hub verifications, go to Interfaces and select the ACA SSA Request button.

You may continue budgeting without the HUB verifications. To no longer receive these messages go to the Interface window for each case person and select the ACA SSA Request button.
Case Maintenance (Change)

Adding/Reopening a Program Case In Expert System (Change)

Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) and Aged, Blind, Disabled Payment (AABD/PMT) are now separate program cases. You can no longer add or reopen an ADC/MED or AABD/MED case.

The following program cases are now separate:
- ADC
- AABD Payment
- Medicaid (No change from previous program other than using MAGI calculations)
- 599 Chip (No change from previous program other than using MAGI calculations)

Eligibility (Change)

Many of the changes to Eligibility affect Medicaid due to the new ACA MAGI methodology. Economic Assistance eligibility will not be affected by these changes.

Configuration (Change)

There are now two Configuration options:
- Config EA
- Config Med

Each division is responsible for only the area that pertains to their division.
The Add Medical Category is the first screen that will display when running the Medical Configuration. Prior to this release, the choices depended upon the age of the person selected. This will continue to be the case for benefit months prior to January 2014. The following changes will take affect with the January 2014 benefit month:

- PW category is no longer offered as a starting category, as it is included in both MAGI and non-MAGI configurations.
- The ADC/MN and RIB categories should be used to run Medically Needy Share of Cost eligibility for MAGI groups who fail the MAGI income test. (There is no automated reconfiguration from MAGI to MN so the worker will need to re-pend the Medically Needy case.)
- If there is a “community spouse” or “dependent family member” role in the MED case (set in Other Role actions) in the benefit month being configured, only the SIMP/OMB category is listed.
- A new Non-MAGI category “Former Foster Care” is offered for persons from the month following their 19th birthday, up to the month of their 26th birthday. If a person in this category does not meet Citizenship/Immigration status budgets will not run. No Income or Resource test.
  - Even though Income is not counted for this Program, you still need to enter this information follow normal budgeting practices. On the Budget Summary window, the Income and Resource Test will display as “Exempt” for this category.

**Note:** When ADC/TMA is selected for anyone who did not already have it as their category, a TMA Begin Date must be entered, and this will override any automated rules for “reuse” of an existing TMA Begin date for the case.
Budgeting (Change)

There are various changes to how budgeting will process in N-FOCUS with the ACA changes. To review these changes, refer to the training material you have been provided from the MLTC – ACA Conversion Training. Some of the changes you will see are mentioned here:

- After 10/1/2013, N-FOCUS will stop budgeting the come up month (beyond 10 days out) until you go to Case Actions and close the combined Grant/MED case and created a new ADC or AABD/PMT case and a separate MED case.
- New Budget Categories will be effective January 1st, 2014 (For cases that applied 10/1/2013 or later) when Configuration and Budgeting are run.
  - All existing Medicaid participants will be converted from the current MED categories, e.g. EMAC, ADC/MN-A, to the new categories.
- If a case has not been converted before the MESA COLA run in December 2013, it will run the PA category, i.e. ADC/MED and AABD/MED.
  - If the case fails during the MESA run, MESA will create an alert and the worker will then need to split the case and then run the COLA budgets for January 2014.

MLTC: New MAGI Categories (New)

The following are the new MAGI categories for the new ACA related eligibility groups:

- MAGI Infant (birth to age 1)
- MAGI Child age 1-5
- MAGI Child age 6-18
- MAGI Pregnant Women
- MAGI parent/caretakers – Absence
- MAGI parent/caretakers – Death
- MAGI parent/caretakers – Incapacity
- MAGI parent/caretakers – Unemployment/Underemployment
- MAGI CHIP – New category, still the 200%, but using MAGI rules.
- MAGI SCHIP – New category for Special CHIP children
- 599 CHIP - these Unborns will be budgeted using MAGI rules
- MAGI Former Ward – Former Ward participants through their 21st birthday
- MAGI IMD – institution living arrangement through their 21st birthday

There is one new Non-MAGI category code for a new ACA related eligibility group:

- Non-MAGI Former Foster Care – eligible through their 26th birthday.
  - Workers will need to set an Alert for the month of the 26th birthday to ensure the case is closed in a timely fashion. (N-FOCUS does not currently provide and automatic notification or closure of a Former Foster Care Medicaid case.)

Applications received 10/1/2013 or later:

- The new categories will be valid effective with the 01/2014 Benefit Month.
- Existing categories will still be supported for benefit months through December 2013.
- Some existing (Non-MAGI) Categories will continue to exist as they do now such as SIMP/OMB, SLMB, and Q-1 etc.
Note: If a case is active prior to January 2014 and no action is taken until sometime in 2014 the case will remain as is and will not have a MAGI category and benefits will be issued as they were prior to January 2014 until it is downloaded and budgeting is run.

MLTC: Medicaid and 599 CHIP Budgeting (Change)

One Person per Budget
- For the MAGI categories, there will be only one eligible member per budget.

599 CHIP
- 599 CHIP is a different program type from MED.
- These cases are still budgeted as part of the MED category, following processing of all MED case budgets.

Parent Caretaker Categories
- Budgeting continues to use the existing ADC/MN categories (deprivation, absence, incapacity, death) for the parent/caregiver.

Share of Cost Budgeting
- If the MAGI income test fails, the case is re-pended and then there must be a manual reconfiguration to select the MN category.
- Budgeting uses the Ribicoff category for children for Share of Cost budgeting for MAGI children where there is no adult in the case

Budget Manager (Change)

The Process All button has been removed with this release. Each budget category must be selected. Select the Program area(s) to process and the Process Selected button will become active. You can multi select categories to run multiple programs at the same time.

Previously the Budget Categories were PA Cases, MED Cases, CW Cases, CC Cases and SNAP Cases.
The Budget Categories have changed to include **GRANT Cases (instead of PA Cases)** and continue to include MED Cases, CW Cases, CC Cases and SNAP Cases.

**MLTC: MAGI Budgeting (New)**

MAGI budgeting uses the current Income test. The Resource Test does not apply to MAGI budgets. The Added Budget Tests are as follows:

- **Verification Test** – Will ‘Pass’ if all income items have been verified. Will ‘Fail’ if not all income items are verified. If this happens you will need to initiate further verification before you can authorize a budget.

- **Compatibility Test** – Will ‘Pass’ if there was IRS Hub income available to run the test and the result is that the current income and IRS Hub income meet the 10% test. The Compatibility Test will ‘Fail’ if there is a greater than 10% difference.

**Note:** The tax household is declared based on what the Tax Filer plans to do in the coming tax year. In order for the system to verify the income and do the 10% compatibility test it must match the Tax Household established in the most recent tax filing year.

If household/tax filer’s statuses do not match, the compatibility test will not be used and the income will have to be verified using SEW or by another method.

If either of these tests fails you will need to initiate further verification before you can authorize a budget.
MLTC: Benefit Summaries (Change)

Example 1 – Failed compatibility test due to Outside the Reasonable Compatibility Threshold.

Example 2 – Cannot do compatibility test because the IRS Modified Adjusted Gross Income includes SSA Income.
MLTC: Initiating Further Verification for Earned Income Using SEW (New)

1. Determine if there is State Employer Wage (SEW) quarterly data for the same employer declared by the client and if so manually calculate if the last quarterly amount is within 10% of the current earned income.

2. If the SEW data passes the ‘reasonably compatible’ test verify the current earned income with the ‘SEW Income Compatible’ verification source on the Calculate window.

3. Highlight the Med Case to Process and click the “Process Selected” push button.

Any income that needs to have a calculation choice selected appears in the Calculate Income window.

4. Select the calculation method “Pay Schedule Only.
   **Note:** Verified by SEW is only available when the Calculation Method of Pay Schedule Only is used.

5. Select the Pay Schedule row.
The Verified by SEW check box enables.

6. Select the Verified by SEW check box.

7. Select the Add button.

8. Once all income has been income, select OK
   **Note:** Verified by SEW is only valid for MAGI Budgets. Even though it is enabled, if it is selected and the budget is Non-MAGI, budgeting will not recognize it and be stopped and display the “v” (Verifications are needed) on the Budget Authorization window.

When all other income is verified, re-run MED Budgeting and the budget should ‘Pass’ the Verification Test.
The following message will display if you attempt to budget a case in which all of the individuals of the case have not had the person information types of SSN, Identity and US Citizenship verified through the HUB. To request HUB verification, go to Interfaces and select the ACA SSA Request button. Refer to the HUB Verification section of this document for further information.

Once you click OK, the following Medicaid Configuration Message message will display.

When this message appears the worker will click OK and go to Config MED and select the proper MAGI category for the adult(s) and the categories Parent/Caretaker.

Click OK and go to Config MED to select the MAGI category.
The following windows may be encountered when converting from the current budgeting to MAGI budgeting.

Click OK and navigate to the Config MED window.

- Select the Medicaid row
- Click the Update MED Category button.
  The Add Medical Category window will display.
- Select the Adult
- Double Click the MAGI Category
- Click OK

**Note:** You can do this with the children; however, it is not required.

- Select Eligibility-Budgeting
- Process MED Budget
The HUB Verif reminder window displays if the HUB Verifications have not been made. Click OK.

The Deprivation window appears.
- Select the applicable Deprivation type.
MLTC: Budgeting Authorization Window (Change)

After all the budgets for the MED cases have processed, the Budget Authorization main window displays:

In the New Budgets window there are multiple budgets of the same category - one per applicant/participant in a MAGI case.

In the Previously Authorized Budgets there is only one per child age group category, there may have been more than one child determined eligible or failed in each of those.

The new MAGI budgets have only one person per budget.

The **V designation** on budgets means that the budget has unverified income included in it.

The V designation is similar to the *r (Read Only). Workers can look at the Benefit Summary to understand but not to authorize the budget.

The V indicates that Income Verifications are mandatory before the budget can be authorized. The worker needs to cancel off the window, verify the income included in the budget and then run the budget again.

MLTC: Benefit Summary Window (Change)

For MAGI Budgets:

- The Resource Test will always show “Exempt”.
- The Income test will be Pass if the Net Countable Income (top right hand side) is less than or equal to the Medical Income level for the budget category.
- The Income Verification Test will show as Pass if each income item attached to the budget has a verification source recorded on it. This includes those for which the worker has said “SEW compatible” on the Calculate window.
- The Income Compatibility Test
will show a “Pass” if the income used in the budget is within 10% of the Modified Adjusted Gross Income received from the HUB Tax Interface.

**Note:** If all income items are verified, there will not be an Income Compatibility Test. If no IRS income was returned from the HUB, there will not be an Income Compatibility Test.

Double click behind Unearned Income, Earned Income, MAGI Allowable Deductions, the 5% FPL Disregard and the Unit size will bring further details.

Override Budget, Continuously Eligible, or Adverse Action only appears if those specific situations apply to this budget.

**MLTC: Medicaid Budget Summary Details for MAGI (New)**

The following window is accessed by double clicking on the Unit Size of the Benefit Summary Window. The following information is provided:

- Person whose eligibility is being determined in this Budget Unit
- Medicaid Household Formed from the Tax Household
- Persons in the Master Case that are Tax Household Members
- Number of Unlisted Persons in the Tax Household
- Persons in the Medicaid Household
- Reason code for the person
- Tax Year

**Note:** In the above example, the Unit Size is 4 even though there are only 3 people in the Medicaid Household. This is because there is another person in the Unlisted Persons in Tax Household field.

There are various reasons why the Unit Size and the Persons in the Medicaid Household will not match. Refer to training material and policy for details regarding various scenarios.
MLTC: Earned and Unearned Income Detail MAGI Budgeting (Change)

Due to IRS Filer requirements, all income for a person who is a child or dependent may be excluded.

MAGI budgeting will do a calculation making the filing requirement comparison. If the income does not exceed the limit it is excluded for the child or dependent. This is indicated in the Unearned and Earned Income Benefit Summary Detail windows.

Participant Actions Tie Application (Change)

The Tie Application option has been added in the Expert System Add/Reopen Participant flow. The windows are not new, but previously were an option only when adding or reopening a case, not a participant. Workers should tie an application if they are adding or reopening a participant because they received a new application.

**Note:** If the application tied is a Healthcare Marketplace type and the application is tied to a Medicaid case, the user will flow to the new Add Federal Referral IDs window in this flow also, as appropriate. See Adding Federal Referral ID Expert System section.
Tying Paper Application (Change)

In order to tie a Paper Application in the Expert System, scroll down to the Paper Application type on the list. DO NOT choose the application type of Economic Assistance (even if you want to tie a paper Economic Assistance type of form). When Paper Application is selected, a list of the paper application forms will be displayed to select the correct form.

**Note:** The application type Economic Assistance is the electronic application that was previously named ACCESSNebraska.

![Application Type Selection](image)

**Note:** Although Healthcare Nebraska and Healthcare Phone will be types on the list, these application types will not be available for several months and should not be selected at this time.

**EA: Gap Filling (New)**

Gap Filling means that after the client filed a Federal application through the Marketplace or returned file after Nebraska made an initial determination, the Marketplace used the person’s attested Annual Income and determined that the person was under 100% FPL. Because they were under 100% FPL they are not eligible for the ACA Tax Credit. The FFM will send the Application to Nebraska with a reason of “Gap Filling”. We need to track these types of applications so we must use a different process for identifying them. When you receive one of these applications, follow these steps:

1. Look at the Federal Application to see if it indicates in the Referral Activity Reason Code field that this application is “Gap Filling”.
2. Verify the Annual Income
a. Use the verified Annual Income and divide it by 12 to come up with a monthly amount. (This is not the same as using the past 30 days.)

**Note:** Do not use the past 30 days even if we have it - we may have denied this person before because they were over income using monthly verified amounts.

3. Using the newly calculated monthly amount complete a paper budget to see if they are under the FPL.

4. If the amount is under the FPL run a MN (Medically Needy Budget) and override the SOC.
   a. MN budgets use the $392 MNIL, not the FPL. These are eligible. Send the client a notice.

5. If the amount is over the FPL, in Participant Actions, deny the case using the reason “Over Income – MAGI Gap Failure”

When the Marketplace receives the applicant’s file back from the State, the exchange will use the additional verification the state obtained. Using this figure if the person is over 100% FPL they will now be eligible for the Tax Credit. If they are under the 100% FPL the Marketplace may be able to issue a hardship waiver so they could receive a tax credit.

**MLTC: Override Non-MAGI Gap Fill (New)**

The MN category uses non-MAGI calculation methodology. This category continues to be tested against the resource guideline. If, however, the household was determined to be eligible within the MAGI income guidelines (through the MAGI Gap process) the MAGI methodology does not utilize a resource test, so the MN budget could still fail due to excess resources and will display as shown above.

If the household was determined to be income eligible for MAGI through the manual budgeting process, using annualized income, the worker should first override the share of cost to $0, using the reason “Medicaid Only (MAGI Gap)”.

**Note:** It is important to use the correct override reason to allow reports to be generated correctly.

1. Select the failed MN budget line. The Budget Override pushbutton will enable.
2. Click the Budget Override button.
The Overrides for Medicaid Budget window will display.

3. Select the failed Resource Test Result line.
4. Select the Override Resource Test to Exempt check box.
5. Click OK.
6. Select the Reason for Override option Medicaid Only (MAGI Gap).
7. Click OK.
   **Note:** If the SOC amount has not yet been overridden, select the Next to continue the process.

   **Note:** When you click OK the following warning message will display.

8. Click the message OK button to return to the budget authorization screen (below).
The MN budget displays as Pass and a “Y” is shown in the Ovrd (Override) column to indicate that the budget has been overridden.

**EA: Additional AABD Payment Budgeting Changes (Change)**

- Waivers and PASS cases do not activate based on an AABD Payment case being activated and do not close because an AABD Payment case closes.
- Allocation rules apply to AABD Payment cases and follow AABD/Med rules. (If there is no allocation and the need amount is $0 the budget fails and the case and participants are closed unless there are both ADC and AABD cases where there is allocation between the two programs)
- If SDX indicates a SSI case is in 1619 B status and the person has 1619B Income (earned and self-employment) those budgeting rules are applied in a MED budget.

**EA: Budgeting Status Message (Change)**

A Budgeting Status Message displays to show the readiness of running a budget for a program case such as “Budgets Ready to Process”, “Mandatory Tasks Not Completed” etc., but additional messages have been added:
- Invalid Immigration Status was not detected for AABD Grant budgets in the past but it is detected now for AABD Payment cases.
If you attempt to budget a combined case (ADC/MED, AABD/MED etc) after this release, the following message will display. The combined case will need to be closed and two separate cases reopened.

This does not apply to a MESA run

**EA: SNAP, Child Care and ADC Six Month Reviews (Change)**

SNAP, Child Care and ADC programs will return to six (6) month reviews effective with this release. AABD and MED cases will continue with a 12 month review process.

If the Reporting Category of Simplified Reporting is selected on the Certification Period pop up and the budget is for October 2013 (10/2013) the six month certification period will be in effect. If the Certification Begin and End Dates do not reflect the 6 month review timeframe, an error message will display.

When you click OK on the warning message, displayed on the right will display.

“The entered Certification Period should not exceed 12 months unless all adult household members are elderly or disabled.

If you select OK this action will continue and the certification period will be saved.

If you select Cancel, you will return to the action window to correct the certification period.”

After authorizing the budget, the certification period displays on the Case Maintenance Certification Period task window. Update the Certification End Date as appropriate.
**EA: New SNAP Program Case Certification Period (Change)**

When a new SNAP program case is created and you click the Certification Period task, if the SNAP case is Pending with a begin date of 3/1/2013 and no certification Begin or End Date is entered, the Update button will not be enabled.

When you run the SNAP budget, you will encounter the same Certification Period windows as seen in the reopen windows shown in the section above. Follow the steps indicated in the above section.

**EA: SNAP Auto Deny Program (Tip)**

The SNAP Auto Deny Program is only for UC SNAP cases (N-FOCUS will not auto deny an assigned SNAP case, the assigned worker will need to manually deny). The SNAP Auto Deny Program will deny the pending SNAP case on day 30 from the application received date if the household was sent a NOMI and an interview still has not been held.